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Dear One,

 
I began this collection of poetry in the Spring of 2020 during the initial weeks of COVID19.
Using prompts from my monthly zodiacal writing challenges for Taurus Season, I created a
series of pieces reflecting my feelings during the first few weeks of the COVID19 pandemic

sweeping the world. 
.

These poems are mostly unedited free style writing pieces. I left them raw and real, and
wanted to just flow through my emotions and convey and connect during that isolating time.

I share them on my Instagram poetry page @urbansiren and look for the hashtag
#asolitaryspring. You are also most welcome to use any of my writing prompts which I've

been sharing since 2015. Tag me @urbansiren so I can celebrate writing with you.
.

Here is what I wrote in my Instagram post when launching this compilation:
 .

 "What a strange Spring it has been. As Nature begins to celebrate rebirth and
outward engagement, we as humans are being called to tap into the ៜɸℓιταʀψ. How

can these two callings coexist? How are you experiencing this dichotomy? 

.
"Blending the two is a powerful invitation to explore and celebrate Self while

maintaining a connection to all that surrounds us and is a part of us. We are made of
star stuff, and we are also made of flesh, bone and cellular structures. 

.
"How shall we walk through this peculiar Spring, then? What are your thoughts? What

would you like to see flourish and bloom? And how might we document our
experiences with this historic episode in our lives? What seeds shall we plant to

harvest the fruits of later?"

.
Though a year has gone by, many of these ruminations remain for me. I invite you to enjoy
these musings and add your own if you feel called to share. Send me your pieces so I can

read them and feel the connection, too.
 

With Love through All Seasons, Diane
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